Naval Systems

Small Calibres

HITROLE® - G

HITROLE® G

Highly Integrated Turret, Remote, Overhead, Light, Electrical
The HITROLE®- G is a modern, fully stabilized,
electrically operated and remotely controlled naval
weapon system that can be fitted with a range of
single or multi barrels cannons, well suited for policing
operations and countering asymmetric threats.
An on mount high capacity ammunition storage
(400 rounds 12,7mm), plus additional ammunition
depots under the mount, guarantee the necessary
operative flexibility and autonomy for close-in
protection against sea-based threats and air targets.
HITROLE®- G can be fitted with single barrel cannons
of 12,7mm, or 7,62mm, or 5,56mm in caliber or
40mm AGL , while the choice for multi barrel Gatling
cannons is of 12,7mm or 7,62mm, or 5,56 mm in
caliber.
HITROLE®- G can be easily operated by a single
operator through a Remote Control Console and

joystick or it can be controlled by the ships Combat
Management System.
Installation on board is simplified with only one Logic
Control & Movement Unit (ULCM) box.
The high performances of HITROLE®- G digital servos
and brushless motors, the combination of the optical
sight, the ballistic computer with very high speed
computation, the outstanding elevation angle (up to
75°) and the possibility to be equipped with different
cannons, grant to the User a multi-role capabilities
and a very flexible deployment.
The low RCS shield designed for demanding RCS
requirements, protects the system and enhance its
endurance under harsh environments.

Main System capabilities:
· High modularity: different cannons can be fitted like: GDATP gatling GAU 19A 12.7mm - FN 12.7mm
QCB/HB - Dillon gatling M134D 7.62mm minigun - AGL 40mm GDATP MK 19 or H&K;
· High rate of fire: depending on gun type, up to 1200 for 12.7 calibre - up to 3000 for 7.62 calibre - up
to 350 for AGL;
· High servo performances;
· Low weight: capability to equip very small and fast boat or being used as secondary armament on
upper class boats;
· High Sensors Suite performance; Day Camera, IR cooled, Laser Range Finder
· Own stabilization system: stabilized on two axis;
· Operational mode: stand-alone mode, stand-alone mode with capability to receive designation from
external source, fully integrated in the CMS;
· Low RCS: stealth design;
· Growth Potential: ATK M230LF 30mm Chain Gun.

HITROLE® G
Standard configurations
Weapons (12.7mm)
Weight without ammunition
Training Arc
Elevation Arc
Training speed/ acc. max
Elevation speed/ acc. max
Ready-to-fire-rounds (12.7mm)
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GDATP gatling GAU 19A 12.7mm or
FN 12.7mm QCB/HB
less then 300Kg with GDATP gatling GAU 19A
less then 250Kg with FN 12.7mm QCB/HB
+/- 155°
+75°/-40°
57°sec/150°/sec2
57°sec/150°/sec2
400 on-turret box /400-900-1200 below turret box
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